
SB Youth Leader Program 

Steady Buckets will assemble six competitive teams for our most skilled and committed players. 
These teams will be as follows: 12U girls, 12U boys, 15U girls, 15U boys, 17U girls and 17U 
boys.  

All registered SB players are invited to tryout. Teams will consist of players who are selected 
based on skill level and commitment level to the team and to community service hours that all 
players will be expected to perform. In addition to attending team practices, leadership training 
sessions and team games, SB Leaders will be responsible for running (coaching, refereeing, 
and score keeping) our 8U, 10U, 12U and 15U All Youth Basketball Leagues (AYBL).  

These teams aim to give our most skilled and most committed players a competitive team that 
will offer them the training and knowledge needed to play at the high school and college levels. 
Teams will compete in competitive local tournaments and players will be guided through the 
college recruitment process if there goal is to play at the NCAA level.  

Participation will be free of charge, though all players will be required to take on a leadership 
role in our All Youth Basketball Leagues. Leadership training and volunteer work will be 
requirements for all YLP participants and players will be expected to commit at least six hours 
per weekend to mandatory YLP activities. Players who are unable to commit to this schedule 
shouldn’t tryout for these teams.  

Mandatory YLP activities include one team practice, one leadership workshop and 2-3 hours of 
AYBL community service every week. Additional optional weekday practices will also be 
scheduled, but attendance will not be required.  

In addition to providing our YLP participants an opportunity to lead, we hope to address a 
common flaw in youth sports; that the most important jobs (the ones with the most power and 
the loudest voices) are reserved for adults. SB’s YLP and AYBL aim to return these positions of 
influence to the young people who our program aims to serve. By tasking our Youth Leaders to 
run our instructional leagues we hope to create a youth basketball utopia of the children, for the 
children and by the children. 

Adding the YLP and AYBL into the SB curriculum works on a number of levels and supports one 
of SB’s driving ideals of keeping our youth actively participating through their high school years. 
Research shows that 70% of youth athlete quit by age 13 and studies show that the 
overwhelming reason is the pressure and stress brought into the game by adults (mostly 
coaches and parents). By returning ownership of youth basketball to our players, we hope to 
keep all kids focused on the two most important parts of team sports participation; health and 
happiness.  

12U Leaders will run our 8U AYBL games, 15U Leaders will run our 10U AYBL games and 17U 
Leaders will run our 12U AYBL games.  

We also feel strongly that this unique opportunity will give our most dedicated players a chance 
to learn the game from multiple perspectives and that by experiencing the roles of coach and 
ref, they will gain knowledge about basketball that can not be learned as a player.  

 


